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A B S T R A C T

Models of coupled phase oscillators are used to describe a wide variety of phenomena in neuroimaging. These models typically rest on the premise that oscillator
dynamics do not evolve beyond their respective limit cycles, and hence that interactions can be described purely in terms of phase differences. Whilst mathematically
convenient, the restrictive nature of phase-only models can limit their explanatory power. We therefore propose a generalisation of dynamic causal modelling that
incorporates both phase and amplitude. This allows for the separate quantifications of phase and amplitude contributions to the connectivity between neural regions.
We show, using model-generated data and simulations of coupled pendula, that phase-amplitude models can describe strongly coupled systems more effectively than
their phase-only counterparts. We relate our findings to four metrics commonly used in neuroimaging: the Kuramoto order parameter, cross-correlation, phase-lag
index, and spectral entropy. We find that, with the exception of spectral entropy, the phase-amplitude model is able to capture all metrics more effectively than the
phase-only model. We then demonstrate, using local field potential recordings in rodents and functional magnetic resonance imaging in macaque monkeys, that
amplitudes in oscillator models play an important role in describing neural dynamics in anaesthetised brain states.
1. Introduction

Oscillations are observed across a variety of natural systems. In the
context of the brain, oscillations may facilitate information exchange
(Breakspear et al., 2010; Mejias et al., 2016; Wildegger et al., 2017) at
large scales (Buice and Cowan, 2009; Carr, 1981; Haken, 1983)
compared with spiking activity at the level of individual neurons. At
present, the most compelling evidence for the role of oscillations in
human brain function is obtained by perturbing ongoing oscillatory ac-
tivity, e.g. in the context of Parkinson’s disease (Brittain et al., 2013) and
sleep studies (Marshall et al., 2006; Ngo et al., 2013). Models of coupled
oscillators continue to be essential in describing a variety of neuronal,
cognitive, and pathogenic settings (Breakspear et al., 2010).

Oscillator models in neuroscience often rest on the assumption that
oscillator dynamics are restricted to their respective limit cycles within a
narrow torus in phase space (Fig. 1A), defining the boundary of allowable
states (Ermentrout and Terman, 2010).

Note that the term ‘phase space’ - as used in Fig. 1 - should not be
confused with the term ‘phase’ as used in the context of the instantaneous
representation obtained via the Hilbert transform, which can be applied
to arbitrary timeseries such as the ones within the simulations and neural
datasets used in this study.

Upon first inspection, omitting amplitude dynamics may seem to be
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an attractive option in neuroimaging studies as the associated dimen-
sional reduction leaves phase as the only dependent variable, hence
increasing computational tractability. It is for this reason that phase-only
descriptions have allowed for large-scale modelling of dynamic reper-
toires such as multistability, transience, and criticality, with spatial
embedding across the cortical sheet (Breakspear et al., 2010; Ponce-Al-
varez et al., 2015). Phase-only models have also been shown to be able to
capture patterns of macroscopic neural dynamics consistent with those
reported with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) (Cabral et al., 2012; Hellyer et al., 2014).

One of the most widely used phase-only descriptions is the Kuramoto
model (Kuramoto, 1975), which was originally developed in the study of
chemical phenomena, but has since also been used to explore oscillations
in physical, biological, and social systems (Acebron et al., 2005; Strogatz,
2000). The Kuramoto model can capture a range of relatively compli-
cated dynamics, whilst being sufficiently simple to allow for the model-
ling of a large number of interacting components. The model assumes
that different interacting components of a system can be approximated as
phase-only oscillators, operating on limit cycles with specific natural
frequencies. However, the Kuramoto model pays the same price as any
other phase-only description in the treatment of the limit cycle (and its
toroidal shell) as a fixed boundary, by leaving the potentially interesting
behaviour beyond the limit cycle (Fig. 1B) permanently unexplored.
ecember 2019
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The potential insights to be gained by generalizing phase-only models
to include amplitude dynamics are being increasingly recognised in fields
including neuroscience (Ashwin et al., 2016; Park and Ermentrout,
2016), physics (Kurebayashi et al., 2013; Pyragas and Novicenko, 2015),
and chemistry (Shirasaka et al., 2017). We set out to derive a dynamic
causal model in which oscillators operating close to a supercritical
Poincar�e–Andronov-Hopf bifurcation (Marsden and McCracken, 1976) –
henceforth referred to simply as a Hopf bifurcation – can evolve beyond
their limit cycles. This model allows for the inference of coupling
strengths in networks of oscillators – something that is only recently
being discussed in physics (Marruzzo et al., 2017) and which is investi-
gated here for the first time within the context of Dynamic Causal
Modelling (DCM) (Friston et al., 2003) with hypotheses and constraints
specific to neural systems.

We begin bymaking the minimummodifications to the neuronal state
equation in DCM required to achieve the broadest possible phase-
amplitude description of oscillator dynamics operating close to a Hopf
bifurcation. We obtain a full description by measuring the phases and
amplitudes of individual oscillators, as well as the angular frequency of
the system as a whole (Fig. 1C). Therefore, our work can also be seen as
an extension to the Hopf model in (Deco et al., 2017), as we specifically
address the issue of input-dependent frequency modulation via the
coupling of phase and amplitude. We then use Bayesian methods to
determine whether this ability to accommodate phase-amplitude dy-
namics is advantageous for modelling purposes, given the increased
complexity compared with phase-only descriptions.

We then test the models with data that is a) model-generated; b)
derived from a simulation of coupled pendula; c) taken from local field
potential (LFP) recordings in rodents at different levels of anaesthesia;
and d) taken from fMRI recordings in macaque monkeys that are either in
an awake or in an anaesthetised state. We find for both the LFP and fMRI
datasets, that anaesthetised states are associated with neural dynamics in
which oscillator amplitudes play a dominant role. In all four datasets, we
use Bayesian model inversion, followed by model reduction, to quantify
the relative importance of phase and amplitude effects – allowing for
novel data interrogation techniques pertinent to e.g. electrophysiological
and fMRI studies of neural function (Daunizeau et al., 2011).

In order to provide a clearer insight into the features of the dynamics
captured either by the phase-only or by the phase-amplitude description,
we apply our models to four metrics commonly used in neuroimaging
Fig. 1. Oscillator dynamics in phase space, (A) A torus surrounding an oscil-
lator’s limit cycle (radius shown by the blue line) in phase space, (B) Same as
(A), except dynamics are now allowed to evolve beyond the torus (shown by the
red line), (C) Three coupled oscillators, with a global angular frequency shown
by the vector Ω. Note that this figure depicts limit cycles of three distinct os-
cillators, as opposed to three different attractors of a single oscillator.

2

studies: the Kuramoto order parameter (Kuramoto, 1975), phase-lag
index (Stam et al., 2007), cross-correlation (Stoica and Moses, 2005),
and spectral entropy (Engemann et al., 2018; Sitt et al., 2014). We
compare these four metrics as calculated on ground-truth (model-gen-
erated) data to the estimates given by the phase-only and by the
phase-amplitude models. We find that, with the exception of spectral
entropy, the phase-amplitude model outperforms the phase-only model
in capturing the metrics.

2. Methods

The neuronal state equation: The bilinear form of the neuronal
state equation is written as follows:

dxiðtÞ
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

�
aij þ

XM
k¼1

vkðtÞbkij
�
xjðtÞ þ

XM
k¼1

vkðtÞcki ; (1)

where xiðtÞ is the neural activity of the ith region (total N) at time t; aij is
the intrinsic coupling, which describes the strength with which the ith and
jth regions connect to one another in the absence of external inputs; vkðtÞ
is the kth external input (totalM) at time t; bkij describes the effect of the k

th

external input on the connection strength between the ith and jth regions;
and cki describes the effect of the k

th external input on the activity of the ith

region (Friston et al., 2003).
We now make the minimum modifications to [1] to ensure that the

following three conditions are satisfied: 1) in the limit of weak coupling –
i.e. when the amplitudes of the oscillators remain on their respective
limit cycles – the model must reduce to the phase-only description given
by the Kuramoto model; 2) the intrinsic periodicity of an individual
uncoupled oscillator must be maintained in the absence of external
perturbations; and 3) phase and amplitude effects must be individually
quantifiable upon subsequent model inversion. As we will see it is this
last condition that necessitates the existence of two separate intrinsic
coupling matrices (one for phase and one for amplitude) in the modified
state equation - as opposed to the single intrinsic coupling matrix in the
original state equation [1]. These two matrices allow the importance of
phase and amplitude to be individually quantified upon model inversion
and subsequent model reduction.

We proceed by modifying [1] as follows:

dzi
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

�
piar;ij þ ιδijqi þ

XM
k¼1

vkbkij
�
zj þ

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (2)

where we have re-defined the dependent variable in [1] to be complex:
xi → zi ¼ riexpðιθiÞ, where θ is the phase and r is the amplitude, and we
define the total amplitude of the ith oscillator ri to be the sum of its limit
cycle radius rLC;i and the time-dependent radial distance with which it
deviates from its limit cycle (Hale, 1969) due to perturbative effects rp;i
such that: riðtÞ ¼ rLC;i þ rp;iðtÞ. Note that rLC;i is a constant as we are
assuming that the oscillators operate close to a Hopf bifurcation, which
means that the associated dynamics trace a circular phase portrait; pi ¼�
1 � rLC;i

jri j

�
, which represents the fractional radial distance of the ith os-

cillator’s amplitude from its limit cycle. Note that pi ¼ 0 in the limit of
weak coupling in which oscillator dynamics do not evolve beyond their
respective limit cycles, i.e. r ¼ rLC. We define pi to be a positive quantity,
as the priors of the intrinsic coupling matrix are usually chosen to be
negative to prevent instabilities (Moran et al., 2011b). Note that in
principle, the bilinear coupling matrices bkij could contribute to insta-
bility, but these are not included in the analyses presented here; ar;ij is the
intrinsic amplitude coupling matrix; ιδijqi is a complex diagonal matrix,

where qi ¼ Ωi þ
PN
l¼1

aθ;ilsinðθl �θiÞ describes the rate of change of phase of
each oscillator in the weak coupling limit, where Ωi is the intrinsic
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angular frequency of the ith oscillator, and aθ;il is the intrinsic phase
coupling matrix. Therefore, qi takes the form of the Kuramoto model,
except that we employ a phase coupling matrix in place of the more
commonly used normalised global coupling constant.

Identifying the Real and Imaginary components on both sides of
equation [2], we obtain the following coupled ordinary differential
equations for phase and amplitude:

dθi
dt

¼Ωi þ
XN
l¼1

aθ;ilsinðθl � θiÞ � sinθi
ri

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (3)

dri
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

��
1� rLC;i

jrij
�
ar;ij þ

XM
k¼1

vkbkij

�
rj þ cosθi

XM
k¼1

vkcki : (4)

We provide a derivation of equations (3) and (4) in Appendix I.
Limiting case 1: phase-only coupling: here we consider equations

(3) and (4) in the limit that oscillator amplitudes do not evolve beyond
their respective limit cycles. As we assume that the dynamics operate
close to a Hopf bifurcation, we can exploit the associated circular sym-
metry of the limit cycles to show that the amplitudes must be constant:

jrij ¼ rLC;i ⇒
dri
dt

¼ 0; (5)

which in turn tells us that the external inputs must be zero, as using [5]
we can re-write [4] as:

0¼
XN
j¼1

XM
k¼1

vkbkijrj þ cosθi
XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (6)

which can only be true 8 θ if v ¼ 0, in which case [3] becomes:

dθi
dt

¼Ωi þ
XN
l¼1

aθ;ilsinðθl � θiÞ; (7)

i.e. we recover the Kuramoto model in the limit of weak coupling.
Limiting case 2: single-region intrinsic activity: here we examine

equations (3) and (4) in the limit of a single region that is uncoupled from
the network and is unperturbed by external inputs.

Let us consider [4] for a single region when v ¼ 0:

dri
dt

¼
�
1� rLC;i

jrij
�
ar;iiri; (8)

where we define the amplitude self-coupling ar;ii as a negative
quantity to prevent instabilities.

Given that ri > 0 we can write that ri ¼ jrij, which means that [8]
becomes separable:
Z

dri
ri � rLC;i

¼ ar;ii

Z
dt; (9)

which has the following solution:

riðtÞ ¼ αear;ii t þ rLC;i; (10)

where α is a constant of integration.
We see from [10] that, given sufficient time, the amplitude of the

isolated region returns to its limit cycle radius:

lim
t→∞

riðtÞ¼ rLC;i : (11)

Furthermore, from [3] we see that, for a single region with zero
external input, periodicity is maintained as determined by:

dθi
dt

¼Ωi; (12)

Therefore, [10] and [12] show that a single region that is uncoupled
3

from the network and is unperturbed by driving inputs will return to its
limit cycle whilst oscillating with its intrinsic angular frequency – hence
describing a driven, damped harmonic oscillator.

Numerical methods: For all simulations presented we modify aθ;ij
and ar;ij in [3] and [4] such that an intrinsic interaction between phase
and amplitude exists that does not depend on perturbative effects arising
via other components of the equations. We therefore multiply each
element of aθ;il in [3] by an amplitude-dependent factor. Specifically, we
make the following transformation: aθ;il → expð� jri � rljÞaθ;il. This
choice ensures that the unmodified coupling strength aθ;il is recovered
when ri ¼ rl. Note that the choice of weighting parameter given by
expð�jri �rljÞ assumes that the interaction of interest between two given
oscillators depends on the difference between their total amplitudes.
However, one might also consider the following alternative weighting
factor that incorporates the limit cycle radii of the two given regions:

exp
�
� K

���� ri�rl
rLC;iþrLC;l

����
�
, e.g. with K ¼ 2. The latter definition is appropriate

for modelling the extent to which oscillator amplitudes deviate from their
respective limit cycles, in a way that accounts for differences between
radii, relative to the scale of the system.

Similarly, we multiply each element of ar;ij in [4] by a phase-
dependent factor, such that: ar;ij → cosðθi � θjÞar;ij. As with the modifi-
cation to [3], this choice ensures that the unmodified coupling strength
ar;ij is recovered when θi ¼ θj.

All numerical methods used in this paper also accommodate noise
terms ωθ to [3] and ωr to [4], such that we obtain the following stochastic
differential equations:

dθi
dt

¼Ωi þ
XN
l¼1

aθ;ilsinðθl � θiÞ� sinθi
ri

XM
k¼1

vkcki þ ωθ;i; (13)

dri
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

��
1� rLC;i

jrij
�
ar;ij þ

XM
k¼1

vkbkij

�
rj þ cosθi

XM
k¼1

vkcki þ ωr;i; (14)

where we include random non-Markovian fluctuations on phase ωθ,
amplitude ωr , and the driving input v ¼ uþ ωv (Li et al., 2011).

Simulation of coupled pendula: A customisable simulation of three
coupled pendula is implemented using the physics simulator as part of
the Unity3D gaming engine (version 2017.3.1f1). The simulation consists
of three pendula that are coupled to one another by spring joints, each of
which consists of a bob that is connected by a fixed joint to a rigid body
cylinder, which in turn is connected by a hinged joint to a stationary
hook. The bob of the first pendulum receives a force that is applied
perpendicularly to the hinge joint and follows a Gaussian ‘bump’ function
for the first 5 s of each simulation, with the same parameters used for the
model-generated data. Each simulation is run for a total of 30 s at a
sampling rate of 60 Hz.

LFP data: We assess the importance of phase and amplitude effects
under four levels of isoflurane anaesthesia in two-channel LFP recordings
from primary and secondary rodent auditory cortices (Moran et al.,
2011a).

fMRI data: The functional MR images are taken from the Nathan
Kline Institute Macaque Dataset 1, in which twelve fMRI scans are ac-
quired in an anaesthetized state and twelve in an awake state (Xu et al.,
2018). In the anaesthetized state, the macaque monkey was initially
sedated with a combination of atropine (0.05 mg/kg IM), dexdomitor
(0.02 mg/kg IM), and ketamine (8 mg/kg IM), then intubated and kept at
an isoflurane level of 0.75%.

fMRI data pre-processing: We pre-process the data using the FSL
image analysis tools (Jenkinson et al., 2012) as follows: each 4D fMRI
scan is registered to a single echo planar image from an earlier session
from the same monkey. Focusing on a single monkey in this way sim-
plifies pre-processing as there is no need to perform inter-subject regis-
tration, which is known to cause problems due to differences in
morphometry, functional neural organization (Bijsterbosch et al., 2019)
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and non-neural noise between individual datasets. All data is
motion-corrected, spatially smoothed with a 3 mm FWHM Gaussian
kernel, and high-pass temporally filtered (100 s). Data are then
down-sampled into 2 � 2 � 2 mm voxel space.

We extract 20 components (i.e., 20 spatially independent whole-brain
maps) by performing temporal-concatenation probabilistic independent
component analysis (ICA) (Beckmann and Smith, 2004) across all 24
scans in both the anaesthetized and awake states, thereby obtaining an
unbiased comparison (Nickerson et al., 2017). We subsequently perform
a spatial multiple linear regression of the 20 components onto the 4D
fMRI dataset, resulting in a time course for each component. As expected,
many components reflect noise sources (e.g., movement and physiolog-
ical non-neural signals) - these are excluded, leaving a subset of six
components. Similarly to other studies that have performed DCM ana-
lyses on timeseries found via spatial ICA (Goulden et al., 2014; Sridharan
et al., 2008), we retain the first two non-noise components (in terms of
explained variance) for subsequent modelling. The two non-discarded
components reflected 6.46% and 6.38% of the explained variance, and
2.89% and 2.85% of the total variance, respectively (see Supplementary
Fig. 1).

Bayesian model inversion and model reduction: We estimate the
optimal Bayesian states ([13] and [30]) for parameters (aij and cki ) and
hyperparameters (variance of states and parameters) in the Statistical
Parametric Mapping (SPM) software using Dynamic Expectation Max-
imisation (DEM). This inversion routine uses a Laplace approximation of
states and parameters (multivariate Gaussians) in generalised co-
ordinates of motion. That is, we estimate not only the rates of change of
phase and amplitude ([13] and [30]) but also higher derivatives. We
apply 4 embedding dimensions, which accommodate analytic (i.e.,
smooth) noise processes, unlike the martingale assumptions used in
traditional Kalman filters (Roebroeck et al., 2011).

The optimisation scheme employs a DEM algorithm (Friston et al.,
2008). DEM is a variational Bayesian scheme with three steps that
optimise an approximate posterior over three unknown quantities (i.e.,
states, parameters and hyper parameters). The D step corresponds to state
estimation using variational Bayesian filtering in generalised co-
ordinates, which can be regarded as an instantaneous gradient descent in
a moving frame of reference. The E step uses gradient ascent on the
negative variational free energy to estimate model parameters and the M
step then does the same for the hyperparameters, i.e. precision compo-
nents of random fluctuations on the states and observation noise (Friston
et al., 2008). With reference to equations [13] and [30], we seek to es-
timate θ and r via the D step, aθ;il , ar;ij and cki via the E step, and finally ωθ;i

and ωr;i via the M step. All prior means, precisions and hyperpriors for the
log precisions over observation noise are listed in the accompanying
code: (https://github.com/allavailablepubliccode/Phase-Amplitude).

Having applied the optimisation to the model comprising both phase
and amplitude states ([13] and [30]), we then use Bayesian model
reduction (Friston and Penny, 2011; Friston et al., 2016) to estimate the
evidence for reducedmodels. Reducedmodels are specified by setting the
prior variance over the off-diagonal parameter values of the phase,
amplitude, or both phase and amplitude connectivity matrices to zero.
This form of Bayesian model comparison evaluates the variational free
energy approximation to log model evidence logpðyjmÞ for the reduced
models and the reduced posterior density over parameters, where the
variational free energy combines both accuracy and complexity when
scoring models:

F¼ 〈log pðyjθ;mÞ〉|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
accuracy

� KL½qðθÞ; pðθjmÞ�|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
complexity

; (15)

Here, logpðyjθ;mÞ is the log likelihood of the data y conditioned upon
model states, parameters and hyperparameters θ, and model structure m.
In this study we have four model structures: no coupling; phase-only;
amplitude-only; and phase-amplitude; qðθÞ is the approximate posterior
density over θ; and pðθjmÞ is the prior probability of θ givenm, where the
4

Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL) term penalises over-complex solutions
qðθÞ.

In previous work it has been shown that the variational free energy is
a better approximation to log model evidence, when compared with the
Akaike and Bayesian Information criteria (Penny, 2012). Equation [30]
can be rearranged to show that the variational free energy is a lower
bound on negative log evidence (known as the ELBO in machine
learning) (Winn and Bishop, 2005).

We seek a model in which model evidence is maximised; i.e. provides
an accurate explanation for the data in the simplest way possible. For
example, we will see that the phase-only model is preferred in some in-
stances – due to the full phase-amplitude model being penalised for
complexity. Posterior model probabilities are derived by applying a

sigmoidal softmax function
�

1

1þe
P

F

�
to the variational free energy

bound on log evidence.
Neuroimaging metrics: here we test our models on the four

commonly used metrics in neuroscience listed below.
Metric 1: the Kuramoto order parameter (KOP) for the jth region is

given by:

KOPj ¼ 1
N

XN
j¼1

eιθj : (16)

Metric 2: the cross-correlation (CC) between the jth and kth region is
written as follows:

CCjk ¼
Z ∞

�∞
z*j ðtÞzkðtþ τÞdt; (17)

where τ is the lag and we use star notation to indicate complex conju-
gation.

Metric 3: the phase-lag index (PLI) between the jth and kth region is
defined as:

PLIjk ¼
��sign�θj � θk

	��; (18)

where the angular brackets denote an average across time.
Metric 4: the spectral entropy (SE) for the jth region is given by:

SEj ¼ �
XF
f¼1

pjðf Þlog2pjðf Þ; (19)

where F is the total frequency points; pjðf Þ is the probability distribution

pjðf Þ ¼ Sjðf ÞP
i
SjðiÞ; Sjðf Þ ¼ ��Zjðf Þ��2; and Zjðf Þ is the discrete Fourier transform

of zjðtÞ.
In the context of the model-generated data simulation we run the

model inversion and subsequent reduction a total of 500 times for both
the phase-only and phase-amplitude models. Each time, we multiply the
external Gaussian input by a random number between 0.5 and 2.0, in
order to obtain a distribution of estimates of the input (model-generated)
timeseries, i.e. the amplitude of the Gaussian driving input changes upon
each of the 500 iterations as a result of the different random coefficients
supplied. We then calculate temporal and regional mean values of the
above four metrics on a) the ground-truth data given by the model-
generated timeseries; b) the estimates of the model-generated times-
eries given by the full (phase-amplitude) model; and c) the estimates of
the timeseries given by the reduced (phase-only) model following model
reduction.

3. Results

Model-generated data: To establish construct validity, we generate
data from a system of three interacting regions that are coupled in terms
of their phase and amplitude in a hierarchical fashion; i.e. one region

https://github.com/allavailablepubliccode/Phase-Amplitude


Fig. 2. Synthetic data (A) an extrinsic input (Ex.). connects to node 1 of both the
phase (blue) and amplitude (red) networks. (B) Coupling strengths between
nodes of the phase (bottom row) and amplitude (top row) networks for the
phase-only (left column) and phase-amplitude (right column) model. Black dots
indicate non-existent coupling. (C) Signals generated by the phase-only (left)
and phase-amplitude (right) models, where the driven node is shown in blue.
(D) A posteriori estimates of the phase (bottom row) and amplitude (top row)
matrices for the phase-only (left column) and phase-amplitude (right column)
model. Black dots indicate non-existent coupling. (E) All values shown in
negative logarithmic space. Mean estimated parameter values (red) vs. true
parameter values (blue), together with 90% confidence intervals (green) for the
phase-only (left) and phase-amplitude (right) model. The first and last four
parameters are the amplitude (red) and phase (blue) coupling elements,
respectively, as indicated by the insets. Note that only the first two parameters,
i.e. amplitude interaction matrix elements a21 and a32 vary between the phase-
only (left) and phase-amplitude (right) model. (F) Conditional co-variance
values for phase-only (left) and phase-amplitude (right) models. The first and
last four parameters are the amplitude (red) and phase (blue) coupling elements,
respectively, as indicated by the insets. (G) Conditional correlations for phase-
only (left) and phase-amplitude (right) coupling. The first and last four pa-
rameters are the amplitude (red) and phase (blue) coupling elements, respec-
tively, as indicated by the insets. (H) Approximate log model evidence for phase-
only (left) and phase-amplitude (right) scenarios following Bayesian model
reduction for models with M1: no phase or amplitude; M2: phase-only; M3:
amplitude-only; and M4: phase-amplitude. (I) Probabilities derived from the log

evidence for the models in (E). (J) Kuramoto order parameter (KOP), cross-
correlation (CC), phase-lag index (PLI), and spectral entropy (SE) for ground
truth model-generated data (red), data recovered via the phase-amplitude model
(blue), and data recovered via the phase-only model (green) in the phase-only
(left) and phase-amplitude (right) cases. Each point corresponds to one of a
total of 500 inversions – each of which has a Gaussian driving input with a
random amplitude (see Methods), with amplitudes increasing to the right in
the plots.
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connects to a subordinate oscillator, which in turn connects to another
subordinate oscillator (Fig. 2A). The ensuing timeseries are then subject
to generalised filtering under competing models to produce posterior
densities of the coupling parameters and the evidence for each model.
Because the parameters and models generating the data are known, one
can establish the estimability of parameters and the identifiability of
competing models. In detail, we simulate data using equations [13] and
[30] using a phase-only and phase-amplitude model (Fig. 2B) with an
external driving Gaussian ‘bump’ function of peristimulus time. The
resultant time series (Fig. 2C) are Hilbert transformed into their analytic
signals, which subsequently constitute the data feature used for model
inversion (data fitting), using the generalised filtering scheme.

This procedure optimises the states, parameters and hyperparameters
of the model for any given multivariate time series. By assuming fairly
precise priors on the amplitude of random fluctuations one can recover
the parameters (Fig. 2D and E), their maximum a posteriori (MAP) esti-
mates and their posterior covariation (Fig. 2F) and correlation (Fig. 2G).

We then use the approximate marginal log probability (variational
free energy) of alternative models (Fig. 2H) for subsequent Bayesian
model comparison. In particular, we use Bayesian model reduction to
assess the probability for models with 1) no phase or amplitude (M1); 2)
phase only (M2); 3) amplitude only (M3); and 4) both phase and ampli-
tude (M4) (Fig. 2I).

We compare the estimated parameter values (Fig. 2D and E) to the
values used to generate the data (Fig. 2B and E). Prior to model reduction
we look for phase-amplitude effects in the estimated coupling matrices
and find that non-zero amplitude model effects are captured a posteriori
(Fig. 2D and E). Importantly, the inversion recovers stronger amplitude
matrix elements for the phase-amplitude model compared with the
phase-only model. For the phase estimates, posterior differences are
weaker (Fig. 2D and E), in line with the generative models used (Fig. 2B).

Fig. 2E shows posterior parameter estimates, true parameter values
and 90% Bayesian credible intervals for the optimal models, indicating
that the model inversion recovers all parameters with reasonable accu-
racy in both the phase-only (Fig. 2E, left) and phase-amplitude (Fig. 2E,
right) models, thereby providing construct validity. The first two pa-
rameters in Fig. 2E are the amplitude-only model matrix elements that
are varied in order to switch between phase-only and phase-amplitude
models (Fig. 2I). The first of these parameters does not fall within the
90% interval for the phase-amplitude model. However, the estimated
parameter value remains conservative, in that it lies between the true and
the prior value (�3 in logarithmic space). This reflects a well-known
effect of shrinkage priors in variational Bayes (Friston et al., 2008).

We then evaluate conditional co-variances (Fig. 2F) and conditional
correlations (Fig. 2G) between parameters. One can see that the most
correlated parameters (indicative of lesser identifiability) are among the
amplitude, rather than the phase coupling matrix elements. Bayesian
model reduction correctly identifies the structure of the generative model
– selecting the correct model (out of four) for data generated with and
without amplitude effects (Fig. 2H and I). This means that, under con-
ditions of phase-only coupling, the Bayesian model reduction (which
incorporates complexity penalization) correctly identifies the simpler
model.

Fig. 2J shows that the full phase-amplitude model overestimates
spectral entropy but captures (i.e., is statistically indistinguishable from)
the ground-truth values of the Kuramoto order parameter, cross-
correlation, and phase-lag index. Conversely, the reduced phase-only



Fig. 3. Coupled pendula. (A) Three pendula connected with springs of variable
coupling strengths are used to generate data. (B) Signals for the pendula (blue ¼
driving pendulum) with weak (left), medium (middle) and strong (right)
coupling. (C) Approximate lower bound log model evidence given by the vari-
ational free energy for weak (left), medium (middle) and strong (right) coupling,
for models M1: no phase or amplitude; M2: phase-only; M3: amplitude-only; and
M4: phase-amplitude. (D) Probabilities derived from the log model evidence for
the models in (C). (E) Average amplitude (top) and phase (bottom) coupling
estimates based on posterior means for a range of coupling strengths with weak
(W), medium (M) and strong (S) coupling as shown on the x-axes.

Fig. 4. Neuroimaging data (A) Sample normalised LFP data (blue) and esti-
mated timeseries (red) for the amplitudes and phases of the two oscillators from
left to right, as indicated by the insets. B) Approximate log model evidence given
by the variational free energy (top row) for models with M1: no phase or
amplitude, M2: phase-only, M3: amplitude-only, and M4: phase-amplitude for
LFP recordings in rodents to which four doses of isoflurane are applied intra-
peritoneally at 1.4, 1.8, 2.4 and 2.8% from left to right, as indicated by the
insets. C) Probabilities corresponding to the log model evidence values in B). D)
Sample normalised fMRI data (blue) and estimated timeseries (red) for the
amplitudes and phases of the two oscillators from left to right, as indicated by
the insets. E) Approximate log model evidence (all values to be multiplied by
103) given by the variational free energy for models with M1: no phase or
amplitude, M2: phase-only, M3: amplitude-only, and M4: phase-amplitude for
fMRI data in the awake (left) and anaesthetised (right) states. F) Probabilities
corresponding to the log model evidence values in E). G) Regions defined via
temporal-concatenation probabilistic ICA thresholded at z > 3, with the first
(left column) and second (right column) non-noise components (in terms of
explained variance) used in this analysis.
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model fails to capture the Kuramoto order parameter, cross-correlation
and phase-lag index, but more closely captures (although is not statisti-
cally indistinguishable from) the ground-truth values of the spectral
entropy.

Coupled pendula simulation: here we use the same procedure as for
the model-generated data in Fig. 2 to investigate phase and amplitude
dynamics in a simulation of three coupled pendula (Fig. 3A and B).

Bayesian model reduction is performed following model inversion to
calculate posterior parameter estimates and model evidence (Fig. 3C and
D) using the same four models as above: no phase or amplitude (M1),
phase-only (M2), amplitude-only (M3), and phase-amplitude (M4).

One pendulum is driven by an extrinsic Gaussian input function
lasting for 5 s and the resultant motion of all three pendula are recorded
for a total of 30 s at a sampling rate of 60 Hz. The coupling strengths
between the pendula are then progressively increased, ranging between
weak, medium and strong (Fig. 3B,C&D). We find that the weak coupling
scenario is best explained by the ‘no phase or amplitude’ and ‘phase-only’
models; the medium coupling by the ‘phase-only’ and ‘phase-amplitude’
models; and the strong coupling by the ‘phase-amplitude’ model.
Furthermore, the average posterior connectivity estimates of amplitude-
only effects (pooled over elements of the coupling matrix) increases with
the coupling strength (r ¼ 0.93, p < 0.001, Spearman) (Fig. 3E, top).
These averages are normalised between zero and unity in the figure, but
individual estimates are occasionally negative. No relationship is
observed between the average phase coupling matrix elements and
spring coupling strength (Fig. 3E, bottom).

Neuroimaging data: here we use the same method as for the simu-
lations above to assess the importance of phase and amplitude effects
under different levels of anaesthesia in LFP recordings in rodents
(Fig. 4A), as well as in fMRI recordings in macaque monkeys (Fig. 4B).
The model used to explain both these datasets consists of two bi-
directionally connected nodes. Bayesian model reduction is performed
following inversion to evaluate the evidence for the same four models of
coupling: no phase or amplitude (M1), phase-only (M2), amplitude-only
(M3), and phase-amplitude (M4). The results show that the two lowest
doses of anaesthesia in the LFP data are best explained by the ‘no phase or
6

amplitude’ model. On the other hand, the data from the two highest
doses of anaesthesia are best explained by the ‘amplitude only’ model.

For the fMRI data the awake state is best explained by the ‘phase-
amplitude’ model and the anaesthetised state by the ‘amplitude-only’
model. Both the LFP and fMRI results indicate that using a phase-only
model in data collected under anaesthesia omits potentially valuable
information about the system’s dynamics.

4. Discussion

This paper introduces a dynamic causal model that allows for a
description of phase-amplitude interactions in a network of oscillators
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operating close to Hopf bifurcations. We incorporate this model into the
DCM framework and establish that it can be used to make inferences
about directed phase and amplitude effects over a range of data sources.
This provides proof of principle that one can model a broader dynamic
repertoire by lifting the weak coupling assumption used by phase-only
models. We also demonstrate that, even when correcting for model
complexity, phase-amplitude models outperform phase-only models in
the cases outlined here. However, it is important to note that the
‘amplitude-only’ models can still produce phase-amplitude interactions
and also that phase-amplitude models can result in aperiodic signals, in
which the term ‘phase’ is undefined. Furthermore, there is evidence that
sinusoids may not be ideally suited to characterise periodic neural signals
(Cole and Voytek, 2017). Future work could therefore explore alternative
formulations of the model used here with different types of waveforms.

The current approach allows us to explicitly quantify the separate
contributions from phase and amplitude in a manner which is compu-
tationally tractable and therefore able to be scaled across multiple re-
gions. There are several theoretical accounts of oscillators that describe
both phase and amplitude (Hale, 1969; Wedgwood et al., 2013; Wilson
and Moehlis, 2016). The modelling approach we use here is guided by
the specific aim of quantifying neural oscillations measured with tech-
niques such as LFP and fMRI within the context of DCM – an ability that is
relevant within neuroimaging methodologies (Daunizeau et al., 2011).

Four common metrics used in neuroscience are generated from:
ground-truth model-generated timeseries; estimates from a phase-
amplitude model; and estimates from a phase-only model. This analysis
allows for an intuitive handle on the type of dynamics that are captured
by the inclusion or exclusion of amplitude as a dependent variable. We
find that the phase-amplitude model correctly captures all metrics with
the exception of spectral entropy. On the other hand, the phase-only
model fails to capture all four metrics, albeit with a better approxima-
tion of spectral entropy than the phase-amplitude model. This result
demonstrates the need to tailor the model to the specific metrics one is
using to interrogate the dataset in question.

We then show that amplitude effects, above and beyond phase effects,
are an important feature of: data generated by a simulation of coupled
pendula; data acquired at different levels of anaesthesia in LFP recordings
in rodents; and fMRI recordings in macaque monkeys either in an awake
or in an anaesthetised state. In the LFP data we observe a shift in
maximummodel evidence from the ‘no phase or amplitude’model at low
levels of anaesthesia, to the ‘amplitude-only’ model at high levels of
anaesthesia. In the case of the fMRI data, we find that the awake and
anaesthetised states are best modelled by the phase-amplitude and
amplitude-only models, respectively. It should be noted, however, that a
possible limitation of the fMRI analysis lies in the fact that partitions into
functional spatial maps have been shown to differ across brain states.
Therefore, changes observed as to which model performs best at fitting
empirical activity at rest and under anaesthesia may be due to changes in
the structure of functional brain regions, rather than to the types of in-
teractions between regions.

In both the LFP and fMRI datasets the anaesthetised brain states are
associated with an increased importance of oscillator amplitudes. This
7

result is consistent with studies showing that anaesthesia leads to
neuronal dynamics that are less complex (Fagerholm et al., 2016) and
that operate further from a phase transition (Scott et al., 2014).
Furthermore, the increased importance of amplitude compared with
phase under anaesthesia is consistent with a bi-stable system that alter-
nates irregularly between stable low and high-activity points (Jercog
et al., 2017; Volo et al., 2019), as opposed to a limit cycle that would
yield regular behaviour with well-defined phase organisation (Brunel,
2000). Our proposed models may therefore have potential use in deter-
mining whether variations in correlation across levels of consciousness;
e.g. in anaesthesia (Bettinardi et al., 2015), are due to increased neural
participation in oscillations and signal amplitude enhancement, or
instead due to increased phase coupling between oscillators.

Models that attempt to explain mechanisms underlying neuronal
coupling proffer hypotheses of how features emerge and break down in
neuropsychiatric disorders. Using a model such as ours allows for a
formal characterisation of how different neuronal dynamics, cognitive
tasks or sources of individual variability (e.g., related to pathology) are
driven by alterations to phase or amplitude, or a combination of both.
The particular model used in this paper is derived from the premise that,
by making the minimum required modifications to the DCM neuronal
state equation, it is possible to quantify phase and amplitude effects in
coupled oscillators operating close to a periodic attractor. Future work
with this type of model could provide insight into pathophysiological
states that are thought to be associated with a disruption in synchroni-
sation between neural regions, for instance in epilepsy and movement
disorders (Buzsaki, 2006; Helfrich et al., 2018; Litvak et al., 2011).
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Appendix I

We begin by writing [2] as follows:

dzi
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

�
xij þ ιyij

	
zj þ

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (20)

xij ¼
�
1� rLC;i

jrij
�
ar;ij þ

XM
k¼1

vkbkij; (21)
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yij ¼ δij
�
Ωi þ

XN
aθ;ilsinðθl � θiÞ

�
: (22)
l¼1

The dependent variable z in [20] is complex and can therefore be written in polar form:

zi ¼ rieιθi ; (23)

which we differentiate with respect to time as follows:

dzi
dt

¼ dri
dt
eιθi þ ι

dθi
dt

rieιθi : (24)

Using [23] and [24] we write [20] as:

dri
dt
eιθi þ ι

dθi
dt

rieιθi ¼
XN
j¼1

�
xij þ ιyij

	
rjeιθj þ

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (25)

which, using Euler’s formula: eιθ ¼ cosθ þ ιsinθ can be written as:

dri
dt

ðcosθi þ ιsinθiÞþ ι
dθi
dt

riðcosθi þ ιsinθiÞ¼
XN
j¼1

�
xij þ ιyij

	
rj
�
cosθj þ ιsinθj

	þXM
k¼1

vkcki ; (26)

the Real components of which satisfy:

dri
dt

cosθi � dθi
dt

risinθi ¼
XN
j¼1

�
xijrjcosθj � yijrjsinθj

	þXM
k¼1

vkcki ; (27)

Similarly, the Imaginary components of [26] satisfy:

dri
dt

sinθi þ dθi
dt

ricosθi ¼
XN
j¼1

�
xijrjsinθj þ yijrjcosθj

	
: (28)

Solving [27] and [28] simultaneously we obtain:

dθi
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

yij � sinθi
ri

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; [29]

dri
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

xijrj þ cosθi
XM
k¼1

vkcki : (30)

Using [21] and [22] we then write [29] and [30] as follows:

dθi
dt

¼Ωi þ
XN
l¼1

aθ;ilsinðθl � θiÞ � sinθi
ri

XM
k¼1

vkcki ; (31)

dri
dt

¼
XN
j¼1

��
1� rLC;i

jrij
�
ar;ij þ

XM
k¼1

vkbkij

�
rj þ cosθi

XM
k¼1

vkcki : (32)

Appendix J. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neuroimage.2019.116452.
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